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Reno
vation:
Renovation:
To Be Conti
Continued
nued
by Sandy Strelow
What's
What’s new at "Conehead"
“Conehead”
College? For one thing the
infamous "cone"
“cone” tower is
nearing completion. It is a
tedious job applying the copper
panels, for if they are dented in
any way, it is ruined. The
weather has been another factor
in slowing down the final
touches on the outside of the
college. By late December or
early January, the roof and cone
tdwer should be complP,ted.
lower
completed.
The steel framework and
windows have been completed
on the outside. The construction
is moving from the south end of
the building towards the north
with a finishing CQat
coat being
applied. As the weather permits,
the next step will be to apply
insulation on the south and west
sides of the building.
Renovation is also starting
on the inside. The proposed plan
is to work from the south
towards the north and from the
top downward so as to finish in
the tower area. This will be the
last section to be.completed.
be completed.
Only the window section
of the rooms will be renovated
at this point. This process
includes taking out the old
windows, casing in the new
windows, and possibly the casing
of a bookcase and new wall
covering on the outer wall.

Because the students are a
priority and not the workmen,
there · vill
vill be as little shifting of
rooms as possible, according to
Sarah Z.etterholm,
Zetterholm, Director of
Housing. Fifth floor south and
second floor south will move to
existing vacancies on other
floors. As soon as a section is
completed, students will be
shifted back as necessary. The
interior work can be done
regardless of the weather and
should get under way over
Christmas break or early
January.
% --*
Floyd Simmons is doing a
remarkable job in getting the
most done with a limited
amount of money. Because
money has been received only
for Phase I, specific sections are
being worked on so that if the
money happened to stop coming
in, the building would look
completed.
This is one reason why the
construction is working down
and north towards the tower, so
for
as to use less scaffolding, for.
which we are paying a monthly
rental fee.
There has been work done
in the Phase II part of the
renovation. By getting certain
equipment and materials now,
considerable cost has been saved

for the future. For instance,
distribution pipes have been
installed and a new boiler
ordered, which is to be in
operation by January. However,
because there is no money for
Phase II, any money used has
had to be borrowed.
As
outlook
for
an
completion, the exterior of
Carter Hall now underway is
planned to be totally completed
by the fall of 1980. Every effort
is being made to finish
fmish the
interior by this date, but it
might possibly continue into
half of the school year.

"On
On
Tuesday, Nov.27,
, Food Service Manager Marc
Petrini and Vice-President for
Business Affairs John Barnes
took the floor of the Student
Senate to try to open up
communications and to air
frustrations pertaining to the
Food Service.
The
meeting
was
occasioned by the results of a
questionnaire administered by
Student Development showing
that general student consensus
of the food service was that it
did not stack up ttoo ._ their
expectations. An overall average
of -.64 was recorded on a scale
where 0Owould mean neutral and
-2 would be very negative. In
view of previous indications that
students were generally satisfied,
Marc Petrini asked for a chance
to talk to the Student Senate.
In the meeting, John
Barnes and Marc Petrini each
presented their perceptions on
the situation before the floor
was open to general discussion.
The focus ooff John Barnes’
Barnes'
comments were that the present
mode of contracting food
services was extremely more
desirable than a per meal per
student cost basis would be. On
such a cost basis system, there
would
be
few
of
the
serve-yourself
and
seconds
options that we now have. Also,
the cost would increase for those
that ate two or more meals a
day.
John
Barnes
also
•emphasized that a change of
hands from Servomation to
another food service, would not
necessarily imply any actual
changes in the kitchen.
kitc:hen.
Marc Petrini expressed real
frustration about not being able
to get specific and reliable
representation
of
student
opinion and criticism. The
negative
results
of
the
aforementioned questionnaire
."took
“took me by surprise,”
surprise," Marc

Petrini said. He has talked to
many students and only been
given supportive feed-back.
"I tried to get the Food
“I
Service Committee all last
semester," he said. He had hoped
semester,”
that it would provide a context
for representation of student
opinion. All though it has done
some things, it has not fulfilled
emphasized , “What
"What
its role. Marc emphasized.
I need is an accurate arid
and
informative
source '
of
from , and reactions
information from,
of, the student body. I don’t
d~n't
it."
have it.”
During
the
general discussion certain points
points
were discussed. In response to
the expressed need for better
preparation of food, John
Barnes
emphasized,
“We
"We
are ready to pay anything for a
cook." After outlining
first class cook.”
the reluctance of most cooks to
take the job because of strange
hours, out of the way location,
and Christian atmosphere (they
can't swear·
can’t
swear- at the help), John
Barnes said that they were trying
out a new cook and that he was
to start the next day.
·
One large problem in the
kitchen
is the
state of
machinery.
The
equipment
severely limits the capability o~
of
the kitchen. Unfortunately,
renovation there must wait until
after. the exterior renovation.
after
Student Senate responded
to the explanations
exolanations and appeals
of Marc Petrini and John Barnes
by emphasizing the need to get
the Food Service Committee to
take a much more active role.
They also discussed really trying
to analyze student opinion more
specifically.
John Barnes called the
opportunity for the staff and
administration to come before
the Senate "a
“a first”
first" and a tribute
to the "innovation"
“innovation” of Bob
DeMoss' presidency. Doors were
DeMoss’
left open for future discussion
an~ cooperation.
and

Freshm
an Officers Elected
Freshman
by Roxma Ebanks
by Roxma Ebanks

Congratulations
elected
freshmen! Having had many
candidates for the four open
offices of the freshman class,
four finally made it to the top.
Those
candidates
nominated for the office of
(who will be a senate
president {who
representative)
were
Karen
Duffney, Rob Jenkins, Mark
Jones, Bruce McRae, Gregg
Sarver, Jeff Slenker, Bill Snuggs,
and Lori Sprayberry; for the
office of vice-president (also a
representative), Mark
Senate -~epresentative),

Barker, Karen Duffney, Shana
Mercer, Paul Morton, Gregg
Sarver, Terri Shaw, and Paul
Warren. The
third office,
treasurer, had Ron Bradbury,
Chip Leavine, Bruce McRae,
Sara Roskamp, and Alexis
Watson as candidates.
candidates: Those
nominated for the fourth office
position of secretary were Sandy
Sajidy
Alecxih, Mary Beth Butterfield,
Beth Crews,
Crews; Jan Hoffman and
Colleen McMahon.
The results from this
election were Jeff Slenker as

president, and Terri Shaw
getting
the
vice-president’s
vice-president's
office. Both of them will be
Senate representatives for the
freshmen class. Ron Bradbury
was eleeted
elected as treasurer and
Mary Beth Butterfield as
secretary.

CONG RA TULATIO NS!
CONGRATULATIONS!
On behalf of the entire student
body we want to wish the best
for these four new officers in the
coming semester.
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by Peter Kress
thet
I have been editor of tn
BAGPIPE for almost a semester
now. It has been frustrating,
tiring,
time-consuming,
time-consuming,
depressing, and often rewarding.
What does a paper need in order
to be an effective paper? I have
asked myself that question many
times.
Also, is the BAGPIPE
worth something to Covenant
College students? I would like
to discuss the BAGPIPE in this
I’d like to tell you what
article. l'ci
I think it needs, and how it
could be worthwhile.
This is the sixth BAGPIPE
this semester. Each paper costs
you approximatel
approximatelyy $1.00, which
comes out of your student
activities fee (whether you read
the paper or not). That is an
expensive publication. So far,
every issue has had its flaws or
weaknesses, some worse than
others. I can remember spelling
mistakes galore, especially when
we misspelled the lead headline
oil
otl the front page of one of our
papers.
More recently, we
forgot to publish most of the byby
lines to the articles, and we
layed-out one story with most of
the paragraphs mixed up. I
.. . Is it worth it?
could go oonn...
there’s the staff. We
Then there's
have handed in homework late,
skipped studying for tests,
skipped classes, lost grades, lost
sleep, pulled our hair out, and
gotten depressed trying to get
the paper out within two or
three days of our deadlines.
Some of us wonder whether it is ·
any use going to school at all
since BAGPIPE takes up so

by Ron Bradbury
-“ About 130 pictures were
entered in the first annual photo
contest; some big, some small,
some good, some bad, and some
Malehorn
very good.
Judge Malchom
Childers simply looked over
them all and selected what he
considered the best pictures.
Important in his estimation were
the aesthetic value and the
presentation.
Simply stated, aesthetics is
that special something that
attracts the eye, provokes
communicates to
thought, and communicates
Presentation
the
viewer.
involves the technical quality of
the print and the neatness of the
mount. ·
Childers, who was "very
“very
pleased with the
the aesthetics,"
aesthetics,” said
that presentation was generally
weak.
Good aesthetics were
sometimes squelched by poor
presentation. Those who won
prizes
combined
strong
ith
excellent
.-with
aesthetics ~..w
presentation.
First place went to Debbie
Storlie for a whole group of
prints.
Using an interesting
mounting technique and high
quality paper, Debbie offered a
photogroup of impressive photo
graphs. Childers said that Storlie

much time. I am fortunate. · As
thepakl- for 13 of the
editor, I get paid
15-25 hours I put in each week.
However, most ooff the staff is
volunteer. Most of the typists
mini
get paid only two-thirds of minimum wage. So, whether or not
it is worth it to Covenant
College, is it worth it to the
staff?
It seems to me that the
second question is much more
significant than the first because
the answer to the first depends
on the answer to the second. If
BAGPIPE is worth it to the
staff, then it will be worth it to
the school.
If · it is not
If
worthwhile for the staff, then
we should "can"
“can” the BAGPIPE.
So what do I suggest? I think
we need to answer the question
“How can BAGPIPE be worth it
"How
to the staff?"
staff?” I will try to make
some
some suggestions.
compen
Some form of compensation is essential for all
positions of responsibility.
responsibility. This
positions
could come in the form of
could
tuition
jobs,_
tuitioh grants, work-study jobs,
practical work, or academic
credit. Some of these are now
being looked into. They seem to
be only long-range possibilities,
but the problem exists now.
Solutions always seem to come
down
money..
thing-money
down to one thing—
BAGPIPE needs every type of
BAGPIPE
support it can get, financial and
support
otherwise.
otherwise.
My
suggestions would be
My suggestions
these:
(1) Give the entire
(1)
these:
editorital staff tuition grants of
editorital
at least
least $200 per semester or
at
work-study
positions
>sitions for their
work-study F
time
time in the BAGPIPE. (2) Give

practical work positions to
writers, layout artists, and
photographers.
photographers. (3) Pay typists
miniand secretarial help at least mini
mum wage for their hours.
(4) Pay certain department head
positions above minimum wage
standards (head of photography,
typist; head of circulation
head typist,
department).
Nice, one might say, but
let's
let’s be practical. This would
cost up to $2000 more per
semester.
Where would that
kind of money come from?
With present fixed costs, the
BAGPIPE budget would be close
to $5000 per semester.
if
that if
It is my belief that
and
o.k. and
BAGPIPE were given an o.k.
that kind
guarantee for that
kind of
of
to
be able
support, it would be
able to
to
income to
bring in additional income
budget of
with aa budget
support itself
support
itself with
of
as
semester, as
per semester,
$2000 per
around
around $2000
This
now. This
to $200
compared
compared to
$200 now.
more
through aa more
come through
would come
would
subscripto sell
effective ability
effective
ability to
sell subscrip
to
to alumni
tions to
tions
alumni and
and others,
others, to
to sell
advertising, and
procure
procure advertising,
and to
sell
type-setting
our
on
time
time
on
our
type-setting
machine.
machine.
could
we could
that we
II also
also feel
feel that
per
issues per
guarantee seven
guarantee
seven issues
three
or
two
with
semester
semester with two or three
in addition.
special issues
issues in
addition. These
These
quality,
would be of a higher quality,
have a more interesting content,
·
and a greater consistency.
Maybe I am a dreamer. I
of
tired of
I am tired
don't
don’t know.
under-supported
editing
an
under-supported
BAGPIPE. My staff is terrific,
terrific,
but they are tired, too. So II
"Is the
close with the question, “Is
BAGPIPE worth it?"
it?”

be aa
could easily go on to be
photographer.
professional photographer.
Damien Howard earned
second prize for a group of black
and white prints that Childers
level" feeling
"gut level”
claimed had “gut
in them.
Indeed, they did
communicate very well.
Third prize went to Steve
Gilchrist, with Phil Tait close
Phil earned an
behind.
honorable mention, along with
Robert Wright, Linda Hayward,
Kathy Nilson, Steve Lutz, Bill
Cairns, Todd Smith, John
Lesondak, Ron Bradbury, and
Randy Gieselmann.
Each
honorable mention is good for
two drinks and a pizza in the
Blink.
Childers suggested that
work on presentation, specific
rules on mounting sizes, and an
earlier
would
announcing
improve the second annual
Photo Contest. Overall, he was
very impressed, claiming that the
aesthetic value of the photo
photographs was more advanced than
he had seen in many colleges.
colleges . .
All of the pictures will be up in
the chapel, so take · a look and
appreciate all the hard work
involved. Next year, perhaps
, you could be a winner.
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A Voice In The
Wilderness
erness
Wild
A
SERIES
OF
STIMULATING
ST/MULA TING
UF
A
BY
ARTICLES PRESENTED
Y THE
PRESENTED B
E
SPIRITUAL AFFAIRS COMMJTrE
COMMITTEE

CLARIFICATION
CLARIFICATION
Dear Editor:
I · would like to take this which had a greater influence.
occasion to clarify a point about For instance, out of sixteen
the Social Committee that was weekends there were twelve
misrepresentedd in the last issue movies scheduled. Along with
misrepresente
of the BAGPIPE. It was stated music recitals and the drama
hand
that the primary cause for the presentation, this schedule handmany
in
committee
my
cuffed
perceived inactivity ooff the Social
Committee this past semester ways. I do think that the Dating
was apathy. I would contend Game, Newlywed Game, Gong
that, although apathy may have Show, Freshman Pool Party,
played a minor supporting role, square dance, Halloween Party,
circumstancess James Ward concert, and other
there were other circumstance

In our Nov. 21 issue ooff the
BAGPIPE, we accidently did not
print the by-lines to several ooff
They are listed
the articles.
·
below:
A Suggestion for Iran, by Bill
Moore; Social Committee to
Get Moving, by Dawn Ivey;
CAB Discusses Censorship, by
Marlayne Vandenburg; Spiritual
Affairs: outreach and support,
· by Dawn Ivey; Profile: Pakistan
by Joe Shaw; Gals, Guys and
Review:
Gis, Susan Gray;
“The Tempest",
Tempest”, Steve Phillips.
"The

This newspaper, the Covenant
College BAGPIPE, is produced
biweekly under the compassion
compassionate guidance ooff Jesus Christ,
who is the actual editor.

ief
Editor-in-Chief
Editor-in-Ch
Peter Kress
Feature Editor
Dawn Ivey
News Editor
Susan Gray
Layout Editor
Steve Lutz
Bus. Manager
Joachim Becker
Head Typist
Kelly Morris
Mo"is
Writers
listed by column
JJeff
e ff Slenker
Layout
Roxm
a Ebanks
Roxma
T.J. McGiffert
Dark Room
John Bell
as credited
Photography

f,

We print this paper in the Name
imaginooff Him who had enough imagin
ation to make a world, and who
taldevelop· the tal
The opinions printed in this knows how to develop
paper do not necessarily repre
repre- ents that He has placed within
His
. . . .. , .. . . . t .
sent lhf
th e position
o f the staff
staff.
child,:en.
His children.
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events went well. Many of the
scheduling conflicts have been
ironed out for next semester and
we are anticipating a good one.
I trust that your readers will
support me and my committee
in our efforts this upcoming
semester.
Sincerely,
Tom Ricks
Chairman of the
Social Committee
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Anyone interested in working on
BAGPIPE spring semester should
get in contact with Peter Kress
as soon as possible.
Many
writing, layout and business
positions
pos{~ns will be open.

\.he tree,
lads
t.he fruit, must shake the
lacls to gain the
G
ood reader, mark tye
the lesson
thee!
writ for tf1ed
lcsimn -writ
Good
If
promis' d mercy thou
from the tree of promis'd
If from
W
ouldst win
win the good which loadeth every bough,
Wouldst
<'ries,
Then
the promise well with pleading cries,
urge the
Then urge
M
ove heaven
s;
sighs;
vehemence of sigh
heaven itself with voliemence
Move
Soon shall celestial fruit thy toil repay-•
repay—
’Tis
wait-s for him who loves to pray.
ripe, and waits
'Tis ripe,
W
h at if thou foil
fail at first, yet give not oo'er,
’er,
What
Bestir
Bestir thyself to labour more and more :
E
nlist a brother’
sympathetic knee,
brother'ss sympathet-ic
Enlist
The
w ill drop it11
its fruit wh<>n
when two agree :
tree will
The tree
Entreat
oly Ghost to give thee power,
Holy
Entreat the H
ower.
Then
shall the fruit descend in joyful 11h_
shower.
Then shall

T
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T1rnsE
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Partita in Print
-by Steven R. Phillips
lames
James Ward is getting
much enthusiastic support lately
from Covenant students. The
following is extracted from a
conversation with Jim about his
music, his ideas, and his goals.
What is your philosophy
for the music that you play, and
how do you personally conceive
of
o f your ministry?
Well, I guess being a
popular musician says something
about my musical views, and
that would be very much orien·
orien
ted
towards direct lyrical
communication, or communicommuni
cation in the language of the
masses. It is not an academic art
form at all. It's
It’s heavy on experiexperi
I’ve
ence, heavy on emotion, and I've
found that to be the most
effective way I communicate
musically.
Because of my
education, and also because of
my Calvinistic background, I do
tend to be a bit rationalistic, but
I'm
I’m trying to defeat that as hard
as I can-with
can—with apologies to folks
here at Covenant who would
place a higher valu_
valuee on rationalrational
ism ·or
or a rational approach to the
arts. I feel that music and art
are highly non-rational forms of years I was taught caution, and
I’m still trying to shake some of
communication; I feel that the I'm
responses we have to them are the caution I was taught. You
difficult to pin down, and I have to expand your parameters
don't
don’t think we should try to pin and develop a conscience of
them down
down.. I think that it's
it’s one your own and some of that
area of life that we should be caution should be joyfully
pretty free with.
Under the abandoned. I mean, sooner or
governing influence of the Holy later, as a human being you have
it—
Spirit we should be free to to reach out for life and grab itexperiment and try new things. aggressively, joyfully, without
don’t fear
And I think that one should be fear. So with music, I don't
there’s a lot of fear
free to communicate through it. I think there's
music—
with of
or without words, on the part of critics of popular
music-with
with or without rhythm, with or music. They say we need to be
without melody, consonant, careful. Well, we are too careful.
“ carefulled” ourselves
We have "carefulled"
dissonant, anything.
Y ou’ve said a lot about right into a zero art appreciation
You've
communication, but II've
’ve noticed in R.P.C.E.S. circles. It is a rare,
d o n ’t conceive of
o f every rare experience to find a
that you don't
song as being "evangelistic."
“evangelistic. ” It Reformed Christian who really
i f you become understands art and music and
seems to me that if
preoccupied with making every freely rejoices in them. We can
It’s
count them on one hand! It's
. ...
song evangelistic it becomes
becomes..
It becomes propaganda. our tradition!
Do you think that stems
And its closest relative is
suspicion
of
our
of
communist propaganda.
We from
Christians have dealt with our experiential religion?
Yes. And I, too, share
art forms the same way that
suspicion.
But, for
communist governments manimani that susp1c10n.
pulate their artists. Our religion instance, in my relationship to
obvious
has manipulated us into certain the Black idiom (which obviousforms, certain styles, and a ly has an influence on my music)
Reformed, white Christian
certain approach that I think I, as a Reformed;white
destroys the art form. In the from a basically rationalistic
popular genre there are many context, need to benefit from
don’t manipulate other, less rationalistic contexts.
Christians who don't
their art forms. But I think that And, therefore, I want to submit
popular music has certain built- myself to the things that they
don’t have. One
in manipulative devices that as have that I don't
Christians we can be free to thing that they have is the
redeem.
There are certain ability to be emotive in their
idioms, too, that manipulate music, the same way that David
more than others.
I think danced before God without
rock n'
n’ roll is highly manipulamanipula restraint. And I want to absorb
tive and other idioms are less so. things from cultures that I think
I’m not an
So do you use rock music . have it on us. I'm
adherent to emotionalism, but I
cautiously?
Oh:
there's very am an adherent to emotional
Oh. . . no, there’s
little caution in what I do. music.
How do you respond to
Caution has to be a part of our
lives. But I was raised in a the person who says that
can’t't use rock music
Christian home and for twenty Christians can

because it was produced in the
world? What about those who
say that rock is an unredeemunredeem
able part of
o f our culture?
The redemption of culture
and I
is not confined to the arts, andJ
am not a defendant of rock
music. Rock can die for all I
I’m sure that
care, and I'm
something will be there to take
its place.
Aside from my
enjoyment of a good, solid beat,
I have no commitment to
n’ roll. But, I want people
rock n'
who are suspicious of a so-called
con
unredeemable art form to consistently evaluate their own
discipline with that same
scrutiny.
You see, music is
can’t be
suspect because it can't
pinned down, so people who are
in non-artistic vocations are very
don’t go to
critical of it. We don't
every one of those people and
ask them to stop their jobs and
drop their living, and go out and
live on faith, and only live and
.work
work within a Christian context.
You talk to anybody who’s
who's tried
to apply for .aa job in a big
company, and you’ll
you'll find out
how many compromises there
are in your life. You'll
You’ll suddenly
find out how little you can cling
to of the Lordship of Christ in
your work. I am not committed
to compromise, but I and all the
rest of us are living in a secular
you’re an organist;
world. Now, you're
where ~- do organists work?
Organists
work in liberal
churches because they pay.
huge music
Organists work in D.uge
schools that are half gay
gay._ The
future is not hopeful for you.
The only hope you have is God.
It’s a terrible
Jobs are that way. It's
thing. So, I'm
I’m not saying I play
rock for pragmatic reasons. I'm
I’m .
just saying that I think that
there is more scrutiny leveled
against rock n'
n’ roll than people
would rather level against their

which is also realistic. And I
think that's
that’s one of the secrets of
the
the success of C.S. Lewis in the
public media. His fantasy is not
like Donald Duck · is fantasy.
Disney fantasy is totally unreal
fantasy, whereas Lewis has
people dying, and he has
conflict, and he has hope. And
those are characteristics that the
general population recognizesrecognizes—
that your reality is not all
positive, but it's
it’s not all a lost
cause, either.
What do you envision as
being success for you?
Well, I've
I’ve been told by a
friend that I am motivated to be
out in front of people and to
And performing
perfonning
perform.
publicly carries ·with
with it certain
character traits that can be good
or bad. The good . traits, of
course, are that as aa focal point
point,1
of an audience, you can identify'
identify1
their feelings for them and do
the things that they can
vicariously do through you.
They may not be able to cry, or
· to scream, or to dance around
performer]
on stage like [the perfonner]
Photo: Steve Lutz
does, but they vicariously do it
own work.
because that's
that’s the way they feel
Do you use art in an and they can express that feeling
accommodating way to the that way.
So that's
that’s a real
o f people? .
tastes qf
positive thing about being a
A very negative
Well, I play what I like to performer.
myself. I do not use music as a thing about being a performer is
hazard of show biz, you
vehicle for a message. Music is the )J.azard
an integral whole. As someone know, the preoccupation with
has said, the music is the success and the desire to always
message. Well, I'd
I’d like to see my be in front of people. So those
things that are unreal.
music—song, lyric, form, and are !hings
music-song,
Do you think that you
you
everything about it, and my
o f responrespon
attitude on stage being a total have an extra degree of
o f that? I mean,
integrated · package. And the sibility because of
o f f stage do people
song will not be inconsistent even off
with the lyric, or the way I'm
I’m vicariously experience things
on _through
__
through you?
dressed, or the way I act ._on
.
Well, I'm
stage, or the way I act with
I’m afraid that's
that’s true,
people. That's
That’s just plain old •and that upsets me because
Christian living.
:1sometimes I rebel against the
I really appreciate what '. position that you
're [[as
as a
you’re
;performer] . put in.
You’re
yyou've
o u ’ve done in songs like iperfonner]
You're
"Barefoot
Day"
“Barefoot on a Cloudy D
ay’’ in 'expected
expected to have your life
which you simply give an obserobser together when you do not have
vation of
o f life from your it together. So, therefore, you
'. end up projecting an image of
perspective.
“togetherness,” especially · with
I’m convinced that there "togetherness,"
I'm
people in the audience Christian people. That public
are many peopie
that crave music that doesn't
doesn’t responsibility, though sometimes
assault them. I'm
I’m convinced you rebel against it, is there. If
that there are a lot of listeners, you’re
you're going to take initiative
Christians and humanists and and be a leader of any sort, you
whatever, who would like to have to be prepared to lead
peopl~ in the right direction.
enjoy a wholesome program_
program people
e~~oy

a
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CONTEST

:

Debbie
D
eb b ie
G rand
Grand
m a tte r
matter
results.
page.

forr the
SStorley
to r le y 's
’s work
w o rk had no contest
c o n te st fo
th e
S h e combined
c o m b in e d ggood
o o d su
b ject
Prize. She
subject
w ith strong
stro n g ppresentation
re se n ta tio n ffor
o r striking
striking
with
F o u r of
o f her entries are sh
o w n on this
Four
shown

/
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SICS
CLASSICS
CLAS

Mention;
Honorable
B o tto m left:
le ft: .f]ill
B ill Cairns, H
o n o ra b le M
e n tio n ;
Bottom
M id d le le
ft:
S te v e Gilchrist,
G ilchrist, Third
T hird Place;
Steve
left:
Middle
U pper left:
le ft: D
a m ien H
ow ard, Second
S e c o n d Place;
Howard,
Damien
Upper
B
elo w :
S o m e of
o f the
th e many
m a n y entries in this
Some
Below:
yyear's
e a r ’s contest.
co n test.

Photos: John Bell
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Idyll Minds

Of_
Of Mastodons
TUSK
Fleetwood
Fleetw ood Mac
Warner
W arner Records

by Steve Lutz
Upon hearing the title
track
on
the radio the first time,
Everyone leaves
I conjured up images of some
To be kind when
huge
mastodon,
lumbering
mastodon
through the jungle, pursued by
Others are rough
natives uttering lisping threats
To value what
accented by hypnotic chants
and throbbing war drums. What
No one·else
one else sees
I was actually listening to was
To say, "IfI
“If I love,
Lindsay
Buckingham's
Buckingham’s
composition
"Tusk,"
“Tusk,” with
'Tis
‘Tis enough."
enough.”
Fleetwood Mac backed by the
To be a friend ...
.. . ·
U.S
.C. Trojan Marching Band
U.S.C.
recorded live at Dodger Stadium.
Is this the rhythm and blues
Ref: (Prov. 17:17)
group who has produce'd
produced such
• classic albums as Bare Trees,
Trees.
Mike Wilkes
Penguin, and Rumours?
I liked Rumours
Rumours,. their ·
previous · album;-as-·much
album, as much as
anyone. It was easy to listen to,
and it was filled with slick,
catchy
tunes.
Lindsay
Buchkingam's
Buchkingam’s influence had
dominated the album, producing
great top-forty material and thus
propelling Rumours to becoming
one of the recording industry's
industry’s
all-time best sellers. But the
record didn't
didn’t wear well with
time. Many previous Fleetwood
Mac fans lamented over what
they saw as a sacrifice of earlier
substance and originality for the
sake of popular appeal. This
•*
earlier substance consisted of
their original rhythm and blues
style untainted by the demands
field..
of the popular music field
Tusk_
Tusk certainly doesn't
doesn’t lack
originality. But it is its sheer lack
originality.
of predictability that makes it so
disconcerting since Tusk is not
o f Fleetwood Mac's
Mac’s
reminiscent of
earlier albums. On first listening,
things important to the smooth I found many parts of Tusk only
Dear Mom,
The semester is coming to operation of a college. I suggest mildly enjoyable at best, nearly
dreaded that finals week be called spill- repulsive at worst. Initially,a close, and that dTeaded
Initially, the
it’s-too-late-to- album is difficult to get used to
torture, finals week, is looming your-guts week, it's-too-late-toweek,
or as a unit. The compositions are
large on the horizon.
Yes, turn-back-now
wasted-days-and- by three members of the groupstudents are showing the end-of- possibly,
group—
the-semester strain. Dark circles . wasted-nights week.
Christine McVie, Stevie Nicks,
It’s time to leave this and Lindsay Buckingham. Their
It's
under the eyes have become
deep wells, Clearasil sales have dreadful subject and move to songs are quite different in
risen dramatically, lips are more cheerful news. I have to
moving silently (either in prayer tell you about my most cheerful
class-Physical Science.
One
· or recitation).
All over the class--Physical
campus the faint sound of time I walked into Introduction
typewriters and pages turning to Biblical Hebrew, sat through
the whole class, and didn't
didn’t know
can be heard at all hours.
I really think that finals the difference. That explanation
should be called something else. should suffice.
I'll
I’ll see you soon, at
I mean, their very name carries
o f . ..
. . the end. This Christmas!
such a note of.
Love,
note could be carried to
Dawn
extremes, and applied to other
students’ lives, P.S. Would you like to buy a
areas, such as students'
students’ sanity, and other Physical Science book, cheap?
students'
To be there when

,--,.,.---.. . . . . -------------------__;--1

Dea.r Mom
Dear

ALTERATIONS
f/) ~. ~:~ ALTERATIONS

&
~-~ J
;(o~
Jlomgnmmivy

fro m Incline
3920 TENNESSEE AVE. - Across from

vp

821-0251
s21:02s1
.
l

.DIANNE
ADAMS, PROP.
PROP.
DIANNE ADAMS,
Acwvru] ja (mAjJbuuneu - n^eu^udjdOfU..'1
All work
professionally dOne
done at PoPUlar
popular Prices.
prices.
Work profeSSlonally
CUSTOM
CUSTOM TAILORING
TAILORING & DRESSMAKING

•'J~M°"'11~-w,t~~-•'
10% off
o ff to
to all Covenant College students,
faculty and staff.

nature, and the effect of their voice framed in a light-blue
juxtaposition on the album is of melody.
a lack of continuity or even
My favorite Buckingham
compatibility with each other. composition is "I
“I Know I'm
I’m Not
Just when we come out in the Wrong
," the most instantly
Wrong,”
open to experience the delicate appealing of his songs on the
quality of a_
a Christine McVie album. The mastodon returns,
ballad, Buckingham's
Buckingham’s mastodon though he treads more lightly in
pounds by, forcing us to dash this fast-paced song with its
for cover in the foliage
foliage..
catchy melody and sultry female
Tusk is reminiscent of the vocals. "I
“I Know I'm
I’m Not Wrong"
Wrong”
Beatles'White
Beatles’ White Album in many is nicely arranged with a
ways--both
ways-both are loosely conscons constant
rhythm
produced
tructed double albums consisting melody underlaid towards the
of individual offerings of the end of the piece with the subtle
groups'
groups’ various composers. The use of an electric lead guitar line
line..
White Album was issued at a
I still am not comfortable
time when the breakup of the with Buckingham's
Buckingham’s "The
“The Ledge"
Ledge”
Beatles was eminent, and Tusk with its vocals seemingly shorted
may be symbolic of Fleetwood several feet distant from the
Mac's
Mac’s demise. There have been microphones and its heavy bass
murmurings
of
discontent drum and bass guitar which
among the members of the nearly vibrated the fern off my
group anxiou.s
anxious . to display their · stereo speaker. (All ferns aside)
particular talents. Tusk could be Buckingham is certainly a
representative
~
that challenging composer, though he
of
discontent. Both White Album sometimes comes across with a
and Tusk are not ·sc>
so much the menacing tone.
particular group making an
Vie shows her
Christine Mc
McVie
album, but individual composers brilliance in such songs as "Over
“Over
using each other . as studio and Over"
Over” as she sings one of her
musicians,
combining
their beautifully emotional ballads. I
material in no particular fashion. am
impressed
the
with
I have listened to the harmonious background vocals
White Albufll·
Album for years and have and the subtle instrumentation
failed to detect a true coherence which
pervade
McVie's
McVie’s
tracks.. This same composition
of the various tracks
composition.. Her "Think
“Think About
to Me"
incohesiveness
seems
tci
Me” would have been at home
characterize Tusk.
Tusk.
Bare
on either the Penguin or Bar~
Incohesive or not,
not , the '.frees
Trees album with its tight form
form,,
songwriters show, for the most superb thirds harmony, and its
part , a basic originality and natural, unconstrained melody.
part,
excellence in composition. I take
The entire album is
exception, however, on many of characterized
flawless
by
Buckingham’s offerings.
offerings. instrumentation
Lindsay Buckingham's
and
nicely
He seems obsessed with the bass sparse production.
pro_duction . With the
drum and with break-neck exception of the horns in the
••tempos;
tempos; maybe his recording at U.S.C. band in"T11sk';
in’Tusk',' there isn'
isn’tt
home had some bearing on his a
single horn
or string
lack of inhibition.
instrument to be found. Despite
“Storms” , one of Stevie the shortcomings of the album
. "Storms"
Nicks's finest songs on the as a cohesive unit, Tusk succeeds
Nicks’s
album, is ·' an airy ballad on the merit of the individual
characterized by Nicks’s
Nicks's soulful talents it exhibits.

BEAUTY SAI..ON
SALON
FAIRYLAND BFAUI"(
Thank you for your patr?nage
patronage !!
1hank
is s
Margie,
This i
~ . Marylin, and
L. B. Underwood -ownerMrs. L

TEL: .820-9223

IN EUROPE
MINISTER .IN
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SUMMER
MINISTRY
Lurocorps,aa l0--·.1ee:-:
10-week :~J
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EUROP
EAN SU:-1l1E:Z MI
NI STRY uwith
i t h Lurocorps,
r ::,~; r an:
of Gr
Greater
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.of
eater Eur
op e M
issi on .

Spend the summer ministering

students
wo r k ~ea~s
teams..
with other st
udents on evangelism,
evange~isc , nmusic
us i c or work
information,
For more in
f ormation, write
wri'::e to:
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rp s Aclrr:
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;: ~a
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Admi
nis t
r ator,
tor,

665, ~heaton,
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IE, 601
601S57> ..
Greater Europe Mission, Box 668,
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The Spirit·
Spirit of Love
WE BELONG TOGETHER
TOGETHER
Bruce Milne
Inter-V
arsity Press
Inter-Varsity
by Steve Henderson
If I were to recommend a sight, Mr. Milne points out that
book not only to us here at
Covenant but to the whole
Christian Church at large, it
would be this book, WE
TOGETHER'
BELONG TOGETHER’
If I just apply to my life
readwhat I have learned from read
Milne's book, I would
ing'Mr.
ing-Mr. Milne’s
be
b·e more than content with my
at
growth and experience here at
Covenant.
When we are able to set
aside our cold, .systematic
doctrines for a moment and
livget down to true Christian liv
ing, I believe our example
inwould become one of more in
tense, sensitive tellowship
fellowship in the
t'hat I know
Lord. Let me say that
our need and loving respect for
strong doctrine, but what I
advocate is a balance between
doctrine and Christian love
and service.
The author, in a shut
short
presentation (about 120 pages),
does a remarkably thorough
job in his presentation of the
subject. He explores such areas
as why fellowship matters,
what fellowship means, love
being the heart of the matter,
and true fellowship in the
Spirit.
'-'To be a
Mr. Milne says, “To
Christian, if it means anything
at all, means being gathered
out of isolation into the corcor
porate life of the body of
posChrist. True fellowship is pos
sible only on the basis of the
cross.”
cross." It is illustrated that the
quality of our relationship with
our fellow believers is·
is one of
the primary indicators of the
quality of our relationship to
the Lord.
When we talk of a cor
corporate relationship, it should
not envision in us a cold and
impersonal relationship, but
one of warm, loving concern
and eagerly sacrificed service.
We must also be quick to
remember that our religion is
“not
"not simply a personal, private
matter,”
matter," but that it concerns
our vertical relationship with
God as well as our horizontal
relationships with one another.
I would like to bring out
what Mr. Milne points out in
his chapter dealing with the
meaning of fellowship. He says
“The
com"The primary issue is our com
mitment to the whole group
with Jesus Christ and His
Spirit.”
Spirit." He goes on to say
“Fellowship
"Fellowship in the local church
can be rhuch
much harder going, so
much so that some
som~ Christians
never
really
accept
the
challenge.
But fellowship
in the local church is the real
thing to which Christ calls us
to commit ourselves.”
ourselves."
I cannot express enough
of my joy and complete satis
satisfaction I received from reading
WE BELONG TOGETHER.'
TOGETHER.’
When the author dealt with
love
love_ being the heart of the
matter, he opened my eyes to
see that the biblical concept
for agape-love is a love for the
inunworthy. With excellent in

one of the most frequent
"one
becauses of a lack of love be
tween Christians, and one of
reaclily
the things which most readily
grieves the Spirit of love and
Christmars the fellowship of Christ
inars
ian groups and churches, is
memories.
overly-developed
We remember far too well the
wrongs which have been
us."
against us.”
One way in which we can
improve our attitudes towards
one another, especially those
whom we have difficulty in
loving, is to learn to see them
in a new light. Milne gives
three categories for this new
way of viewing .our·
our- fellow
Christians. "(l)
“(1) They are those
for whom Christ died, (2)
They are those in whom
TJ,ey are
Christ lives, (3)
They
those through whom Christ
will one day reign.”
reign."
I strongly urge you all to
obtain a copy of this book and
pray over it that you may be
as fully blessed by it as I have
been. It is one of those rare
books which can be read over
appreand over again, and the appre
ciation and praiseworthiness
shall never cease. I hope that
there is created a great enough
demand to encourage the Tuck
Shop to stock this book on
their shelves and may it
eventually wind up on yours.
This sensational book is
written by Bruce Milne (Ph.D.
Edinburgh University) who is
lecturer in biblical and histori
historical theology and Christian
ethics at Spurgeon's
Spurgeon’s College.
The
book is published by
Inter-Varsity Press and retails
for $2.95, well worth the
investment!

ic Mishap
Messianic
Messian
THE LIFE OF
BRIAN
OF BRIAN
Released by W
arner Brothers
Brothers
Warner
Pummell
John
·-by
-by
"Life of
Python's “Life
Monty Python’s
Brian”
Brian" is the tale of a reluctant
messiah. There are scenes which
are reminiscent of the gospel
Christ's ministry, but
record of Christ’s
is- a tale nonetheless. It was
it is-a
not.
writer's intention that
not the writer’s
the ·movie be a malicious attack
on the Messiah, but it is an
assault on messiah-ship.
messiah-~hmBrian is born in humble
quarters across the street from
Jesus’
Jesus' birthplace. Wise men,
mistaking him for the new-born
King, -deliver
deliver gifts only to
when. they realize
reclaim them when
their foible. From the very
characbeginning, Brian’s
Brian's life is charac
terized by embarrassment and
unwanted fame, mischief, and
reluctant leadership.
Even a
person
pe1son with the most superficial
knowledge
of
the
New
Testament can see that this is
not the historical Jesus being
portrayed. But still, something
is wrong. It is impossible for the
Christian viewer to dissociate
himself from what he believes to
Brian" may
"Life' of Brian”
be true. “Life’
tactfully avoid casting aspersions
on the character of Christ, but
no such care is taken in dealing
with His teachings or His office.
At one point in the film, Brian
tries to persuade his followers to
don't need a
"You don’t
let him be: “You
shouldn't follow
messiah; you shouldn’t
anyone. You are all individualsindividuals-you can think for yourselves!”
yourselves!"
Another scene, at the end
of the film, is particularly
disturbing (at least it was for this
viewer).
Brian has been
imprisoned and sentenced to die
for his political crimes. The
screen is filled with crosses and
on each cross hangs a man.
Brian is in despair, but all

around him men begin singing
and whistling, and they try to
encourage him to do likewise:
“Forget
"Forget about your singive the audience a grin.
it--it's
Enjoy it—
it’s your last
anyhow.''
chance anyhow.”
As if that is not enough, the men
all begin to join in a chorus-line
kick. The historical crucifixion
becomes the brunt of a satirical
remonstration; the atonement is
relegated to the same realm as
the messiah--the
messiah-the realm of the
unnecessary. Man’s
Man's need for a
savior has never been a popular
subject, but, whereas in the past
most of the criticism was serious
Brian" makes
in tone, “Life
"Life of Brian”
the whole affair look ridiculous.
It is here that the movie ceases
being harmless
satire and
becomes destructive blasphemy.
Harvey Conn records the words
of a viewer he
he•overheard coming
out of the theater ahead of
that's the way I
"Now, that’s
him: “Now,
religion" (Christianity
like my religion”
Today. Nov. 16, 1979). Any
Today,
Christian with a concern for
people must regard that response
with a heavy heart, for that
statement seems to accurately
movie's intended
summarize the movie’s
purpose--an
exposure
of
"needless" ·
“worn-out”
and
“needless”
·"worn-out"
religious tradition.
It would not do to leave
the matter there, however. The
film did have some important
things to say, and it did have
some genuinely
genuil).ely tasteful humor.
The Python gang did a spendid
job
of
showing how
a
ridiculously trivial thing, such as
a sandal, can start a schism. This
time it was the "shoe-ites"
“shoe-ites”
versus the “sandalites”
"sandalites".. And
then there was that rather

opportunistic salesman peddling
rocks to people on their way to
a stoning. To quote Harvey
Conn again, "Some
“Some things need
at.''
laughing at.”
Graham Chapman, who
played Brian, did a good job of
portraying a confused and
unwilling teacher, ·but
but there was
nothing striking about the rest
of the cast. Technical aspects
were disappointing as well. The
film seems to have been done in
haste and with a minimum
budget (perhaps a conscious
overlaugh at the expense of the over
"biblical
priced
Hollywood
“biblical
spectaculars”).
Whatever the
spectaculars''.).
reasons, the movie was not
exceptional, and those parts
which were enjoyable did not
outweigh and, in fact, were
dominated by the scenes which
depicted distasteful nudity and
unwarranted
profanity
and
impiety,
impiety.
Tt
ft is indeed a funny movie,
so funny that it hurts. The
viewer finds himself laughing at
things that would normally
incite him to anger or dismay.
“Life
Bfian" is the type of
"Life of Brian”
film which can manipulate the
mind, and · here, Christians are
just as likely to be fooled as hOnnonChristians.
It is a difficult
film to watch in that there is the
constant conflict between the
nihilistic view of Christianity as
seen through th~
thQ eyes of the
filmmakers, and the Christianity
we see demonstrated in the
Bible. “Life
Brian" is the
"Life of Brian”
logical outcome of the mind
which refuses to acknowledge
the existence and holiness of the
tm e Messiah.
~Messiah.
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Drama Clllb
Club
Controversy
by Dawn Ivey

One of
o f the most controcontro
versial decisions Drama Club has
had to make in a few years,"
years,”
according to co-president Steve
Gilchrist, was their recent
decision to produce the play-,
play,
Charlie's
Charlie’s Aunt
A u n t next spring. The
choices that the Drama Club was
considering were Fiddler on the
Roof
R o o f and Charlie's
Charlie’s Aunt.
According to Steve, the
major factors for the decision
not to produce Fiddler were that
the Music Department is already
inyolved
involved in two major projects,
Elijah and the spring tour, for
next spring. Since Fiddler is a
musical and would require the
help of
o f the Music Department,
"we
“we didn't
didn’t want to attempt
anything major when two other
major things were happening in
the Music Department,"
Department,” Steve
said. Steve also noted that the
bad acoustics in the chapel were
another factor in the decision.
Unfortunately, there are
some hard feelings about the
decision that need to be rere
solved. "It
“It didn't
didn’t matter to
me
... I wanted Drama Club to be
me...
100% behind the choice,"
choice,” Steve
said, no matter what the choice

would be. Steve believes that
the Drama Club is making propro
gress toward being 100% behind
the decision, and he hopes that
by the time the Drama Club has
an organizational meeting in
January "we
“we will be 100%
behind it... and we'll
we’ll take off
from there."
there.” ,
Some of the benefits of
producing Charlie's
Charlie’s Aunt, said
Steve, are that Charlie's
Aunt
Charlie’s A
unt is
more what Covenant is used to,
and it's
it’s a comedy. "Covenant
“Covenant
audiences tend to appreciate
comedy,"
comedy,” Steve said, and he
Aunt
is an
that Charlie's
believes that
Charlie’s A
u n tis
excellent play. ·
The play will be directed
by Paul Warren, and the
performance dates are set for
April 10, 11, and 12, 1980.
Drama Club's
Club’s winter production
will ·■be Noel Coward's
Coward’s Hands
Across .the
the Sea, directed by
Andy Jories.
Jones. "Both
“Both plays will be
a lot of fun to be involved in, "”
Steve predicted.
Steve added that "getting
“getting
more of a Christ-centered
attitude"
attitude” will become a priority
in next semester's
semester’s Drama Club.
He said that the leaders of the
Drama Club are working on that
goal.

The Dora MacClellan Brown Chapel was the scene fo
forr one ooff the Biggest productions in Covenant
College history. The Chattanooga Symphany
Symphony Orchestra, directed by Richard Cormier, combined
with a professional cast to present Gian-Carlo M
Menotti's
enotti’s "Amahl
“Amahl and the Night Visitors"
Visitors” on
Tuesday, December 4, at8:oo P. M.

1-----------------------------------------

S.M.F. - More Than Talk
by Beth Ann Piske

MERRY
CHRIST
CHRIST-

MASMAS

Student Mission Fellow
Fellowship is technically classified .as
one of the many student interest
groups at Covenant College. Its
members, however, are more
than just interested in missions-they possess a sincere desire to
increase the student body’s
body's
awareness of and concern for
those at work, both locally and
overseas, spreading the gospel of
Christ.
·
Chairman ooff the group is
David Woodson. Three separate
group’s
committees make up the group's
active structure. The Materials
Committee, led by Barbara
Dillard, is presently hard at work

getting together a good file of various mission-oriented films
for chapels and
materials and information on and speakers foT
many different mission boards informative meetings on the
campus.
from all over . the world. This Covenant campus.
Student Mission Fellow
Fellowfile will be used by the students
as a source of information on ship has been an active group in
the opportunities open for past years at Covenant College,
missions work. Steve Henderson and its current members would
is head of the Prayer Group really like to see a revival of
Committee, which is busy enthusiasm and interest in
m1ss1ons work among the
organizing prayer groups. These missions
groups will pray regularly for . students. If you are interested
mission work being done in in finding out more about
specific areas around the globe. missions, or just more about the
S.M.F. group, drop a note in the
Beth
Ann
current
Anq •. Piske,
chairman of the Films and mailbox ooff one of the
he will
Speakers Committee, is working committee leaders, and .he
with her group to schedule be glad to notify you of the next
meeting._____________________
meetin .

Covenant College
Coders Commence
The Covenant College
Coders? You don’t
don't know who
That is the last
they are?
minutte name given to a group
of four students involved in the
Computer
second
Annual
Programming . Contest. John
Beatty, Beth Conn, Neal
McKinney and Lois Gilchrist
were all involved in the contest
on November 9 at Chatt. State
College.
Community

We arrived at 2:30 pm
for orientation to where we
were given the rules · and
contest questions. At 3 :00 pm
rroom
oom
we
were
—
vvwv
ggiven
ivvu
assignments - a room per team and allowed to code until 77:00
:00
pm. By 7:00 after racking
our brains, we had completed a
total of one program out of the
four
originally
given.
four

However, we did fairly
well. We landed fifth place out
of seven, missing fourth by a
small margin of time. It was
good experience for us and
helped to prepare us for
another contest coming up in
March.
March .
If you are interested in ·
another team for March,
another.
contact Dr. Sizemore. The
. more the merrier.

